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Management & Performance

Key Takeaway: Cybersecurity Takes  
an Investment

Improvements to information 
security systems will likely take a 
significant investment. The City of 
Baltimore reallocated $6 million to pay for 
critical information technology infrastructure and 
is also looking to add cyber liability insurance coverage. 
It’s important to note that evaluating additional protections 
or upgrades can mitigate risks, and creating a multi-year 
implementation plan may make information security a more 
manageable investment.

Capitol One Data Breach

In July, Capitol One learned that an unauthorized user 
had gained access into customers’ Social Security numbers, 
bank account numbers and credit card application data. FBI 
investigators quickly identified the perpetrator as a former 
software engineer who had worked for Capital One’s cloud 
hosting company. The perpetrator gained access through 
a firewall misconfiguration on a web application, but law 
enforcement stopped the perpetrator before credit card 
information was compromised. Capital One estimated that 
around 100 million individuals were affected in the U.S. and 
6 million in Canada. It estimated that less than 1% of its 
customers’ Social Security numbers had been captured.

Key Takeaway: Cybersecurity Policies Are Effective

Your organization should have a clearly defined process 
for notifying law enforcement of a cyber incident. Capital 
One’s breach detection and notification processes appeared 
to work as designed. Its protocol helped make what could 
have been a devastating breach much less severe.

If you need assistance evaluating your cybersecurity 
strategy stands, you may want to enlist the help of an 
information security specialist. 
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Sometimes looking to the past helps us understand the 
current risks to information security. Examining the 
information targeted and how unauthorized users tried 

(or did) access an organization’s information can illuminate 
the cyber risks that may exist within your organization. 

American Medical Collection Agency (AMCA) Breach 

Third-party providers’ risks are your risks. The AMCA 
breach, related to a six-month-long unauthorized intrusion, 
affected the patients of the companies who had been using 
the agency for bill collection. Combined, almost 20 million 
patients from LabCorp and Quest Diagnostics had their 
names, dates of birth and data on their medical services 
compromised. The size of the breach and the associated costs 
with fixing it resulted in the company operating the AMCA to 
file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy.

Key Takeaway: Consider Third-Party Controls

Your organization should have ongoing conversations 
with third-party service providers about their information 
security protocols. Failures in a third-party provider’s system 
and organization controls can be catastrophic for everyone 
as those whose personally identifiable information is 
compromised will not be as concerned about where the failure 
in controls happened as much as about why it happened.

Baltimore’s Ransomware Attack

No one is completely safe from information security 
risks. The City of Baltimore experienced a ransomware 
attack in May where outside attackers used a vulnerability 
in the city’s computer operating systems to effectively take 
all servers offline. Hackers asked for 13 bitcoin (roughly 
$76,280) to restore access to the affected servers, but the 
City of Baltimore refused to pay. City officials estimate an 
$18.2 million recovery cost from the so-called RobinHood 
ransomware attack, which includes revenues lost during the 
nearly two-week-long lockout and the city’s investments in 
system upgrades to help prevent future information  
security incidents.
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